WELCOME TO THE SECOND QUARTER 2015 EDITION OF GLOBAL STRENGTH, LOCAL IMPACT

A Conversation With Business and Nonprofit Leader Ronnie Chan

Since launching this series last year, we have featured conversations with Michael Bloomberg, former Mayor of New York City and CEO of Bloomberg L.P., and Susan Goldberg, the first woman to serve as Editor in Chief of National Geographic Magazine. This quarter, we talk with Ronnie Chan, Co-Chairman of Asia Society and Chairman of the Hang Lung Group – one of the largest developers of real estate in China. He offered his perspective on the Chinese economy and how he sees China approaching urban innovation and development.

SECOND QUARTER HIGHLIGHTS

Jamie Dimon and Mayor Mike Duggan on Detroit’s Economic Revitalization

On the one-year anniversary of our $100 million investment in Detroit, JPMorgan Chase Chairman and CEO Jamie Dimon and Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan share their views on Detroit’s comeback…READ MORE

Financial Solutions Lab Announces First Class of Winners

After hosting a final pitch session for the finalists, CFSI and JPMorgan Chase announced the nine inaugural winners at the EMERGE Conference in Austin, Texas. The winners are using innovative products to help Americans increase savings, improve credit and build assets…READ MORE
THE ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF OUR DETROIT INVESTMENT

Chairman and CEO Jamie Dimon Opens Capital Park Development in Detroit
In recognition of the first anniversary of our $100 million investment in Detroit, Jamie Dimon joined local business and civic leaders to open part of Capital Park, a long-neglected Detroit neighborhood now undergoing a significant revitalization.

Highlighting Our Community Development Work In Detroit
Our commitment to Detroit includes a range of community development projects. In May, we highlighted the impact of that work on neighborhoods and communities... READ MORE

The Global Cities Initiative Gathers in Detroit
As Detroit continues to rebuild its economy, local leaders are exploring new opportunities to bolster growth. GCI co-hosted the Global Cities Economic Conference in April. Peter Scher, Head of Corporate Responsibility, spoke about this new city-to-city dialogue and our firm’s commitment to Detroit... READ MORE

SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESSES AND SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

Small Business Forward Launches in NYC
JPMorgan Chase joined business and civic leaders in New York City to announce our support for Grand Central Tech, which brings together innovative companies in a major national tech hub... READ MORE

JPMorgan Chase Launches Research on Funding Small Business Clusters
We joined ICIC to support research that helps business leaders understand innovative equity-funding models and how cities can support cluster development... READ MORE

J.P. Morgan China Launches Support for microSTART
We are supporting microSTART, a micro-finance organization that helps entrepreneurs expand their small businesses... READ MORE
INVESTING IN SKILLS

New Skills at Work’s Co-Hosts Workforce Symposium in Beijing
J.P. Morgan joined the Asia Society to host a one day forum on workforce readiness in China. More than 200 guests joined high-profile speakers to gain insight into closing the skills gap and creating jobs in China... READ MORE

NSAW Launches Advanced Manufacturing Support Across Upstate New York
We announced a two-year initiative to support advanced manufacturing training in Albany, Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse. These partnerships will support low-income job seekers and help create a pipeline of skilled workers for the growing advanced manufacturing sector... READ MORE

Skills Gap Reports Released Across USA
Extending our commitment to providing actionable data that can help inform policymakers and civic leaders, we released Skills Gap Reports in Dallas, San Francisco, Chicago, and LA.

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES AND OUR VETERANS

Center for Social Justice Launches Research on Indebtedness in UK
Alongside JPMorgan Chase, CSJ released a research report on managing debt in the UK, where almost 9 million people struggle with this crucial issue. The report explored how innovation and investment can help offer solutions... READ MORE

JPMorgan Chase Announces New Head of Military and Veterans Affairs
Ross Brown, a retired Army Colonel and Deputy Director at the US Department of Defense, was named the new head of Military and Veterans Affairs for JPMorgan Chase.

Chase Launches Support of Carry the Load
The 27-day, 2,000 mile national relay from West Point to Dallas, reconnects America with those who sacrifice daily for our country and honors the families of those who have made the ultimate sacrifice.
INVESTING IN GLOBAL HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY

Annual Impact Investment Market Research Marks 5th Anniversary
The report, conducted alongside the Global Impact Investing Network, provides perspectives from investors on the impact investment market, portfolio management tools and impact assessment best practices... READ MORE

JPMorgan Chase highlights innovative investments in conservation at Seattle event
JPMorgan Chase co-hosted a panel discussion and reception with The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC’s) NatureVest initiative, for which the firm serves as founding sponsor. The event showcased the NatureVest collaboration around conservation finance globally and highlighted the Great Western Checkerboard Project, a transaction closed in January 2015, which will conserve 165,073 acres of forests, rivers and wildlife habitat in Washington and Montana and reopen important wildlife migratory corridors in those regions.